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Note : l) Question no. I is compulsory.
2) Attempt any tlu'ee questions out of five questions

Q-1
a) If any I 1 numbers between I and 20 are chosen shorv that at least two of then-t

multiplies of each other.

b) A runction ./' : R ii) + R {ii is cten,ed by f(,)- {j. prove that ris

and find the mle for l--' .

I ai l-coslr)l
c) Firrd Ll -l -1,,rrrr\:"larl r ))
d) Proye that there does not exist an analyic function lvhose imaginary part is

3x'+sinx+ l,t +5t,+4.
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c) In a certain examination there are multiple choice questions. There ate four possible

ans\,vers to each questions and one of them is correct. An intelligent student can solve 90%
questions correctly by reasoning and for the remaining 10% questions he gives anslver by

guessing. A u,eek sftrdent can solve 2A% question conectly by reasoning and for the

remailing 80'7i, questions he gives ans\,l'er by guessing. An intelligent student gets the correct

arls\,ver. Wrat is the probability that he rvas guessing. (08)

tinles in 3 shots. They fire a

(06)

(06)

Q-2

tsl
a) Find ttlft I using cotrvolution Thcorem.

L(" *3')(t'*5')l
b) What is the chance of throu,ing ten r,vith tbur clice'l

Q-3
a) A can hit a target 2 times in 5 shots. B 3 times in 4 shots. C 2

volley. What is the probability that at least 2 shots hit the target'?

/ / r \\
b) Find l-' I tan 'l + I I- ( [s'l,J
c) If R is the relation on the set of integers sucir that aRb if and only if 2a+3b is divisible by 5 .

Find the equivalence classes.

Q-4

a) Evaluate

b) Find 1, 
I

L(r' * 2s + lo)(r' + 2s + l7)

c) Find the bilinear Transtbrmation n hich lnaps the points 2,i,-)
Also find image of lzl - l of z-plane 1s 1a'-plane.
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on to the pointsI,i.-l .

(08)
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Q-5
a) A family consisting of an old man, 6 adults and 4 children is to be seated in a row for
dinner. The children lvish to occttpy fivo seats at each end anri the old man refuse to have a
child on either sicle of hirn. ln how many ways can the seating atran-qement be ;pacle for the
dinner'? (06)
b) Find the analytic tturction .f (r) -u +iv rn terms of z if tt _1) - (x-.,,)(r' +4.xy+1,').

-,.r t) , 
(06)

c)Solve +- 2+*5+-0 rvirhy(0):0,y'(0):0,y'-'(0):1. (08)' dl' tltt - 
rlt

Q-6
a) Prove that (A- B).r(B - A) -(A.rB) -(AnB) (06)

b) Drar,v the Hasse diagram ofI),ur. (06)
c) Find Laplace Transformation of the following

i rc]'etl"(r.,[ ),
ii)sin rHQ)+(cosr-sin t)H(r-o) (0s)
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